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A S U R V E Y OF B O U N D A R Y VAL U E P R O B L E M S F O R B U N D L E S 
O V E R C O M P L E X SPACES 

ADAM HARRIS 

ABSTRACT. This article is the expanded version of a conference paper presented at 
the 21st Winter School on Geometry and Physics, Srni, Czech Republic, January 14th 
- 20th, 2001. The following is a summary of recent results of the author concerning 
solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equation and Laplace equation around an isolated 
complex singularity, with applications to the problem of analytic continuation of 
Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundles. 

1. T H E C A U C H Y - R I E M A N N EQUATION ON A P U N C T U R E D N E I G H B O U R H O O D 

Let X be a reduced n-dimensional complex space, for which the set of singularities 
consists of finitely many points. If X' C X denotes the set of smooth points, we 
will consider a holomorphic vector bundle E —> X' \ A> where A represents a closed 
analytic subset of complex codimension at least two. It will be assumed moreover that 
E comes equipped with a Hermitian metric ft. The results surveyed here will provide 
criteria for holomorphic extension of E across .A, or across the singular points of X if 
A = 0. A similar survey was carried out in [6] assuming the existence of certain special 
connections on £ , and assuming X to be everywhere smooth. The more fundamental 
approach taken here is via the metric h, and in particular via the L2-theory of the 
Cauchy-Riemann equation for differential (p,g)-forms with coefficients in E (cf. e.g., 
Demailly [4]). 

We begin with a brief review of the 9-Neumann problem for strongly pseudoconvex 
S T 

domains. Let Hi —> %2 -> r/3 be a sequence of Hilbert spaces, exact with respect 
to unbounded linear operators S and T. If S* and T* denote the corresponding 
adjoints, recall that im(S) = ker(T) if there exists a positive constant C for all 
x e Dom(T) fl Dom(S*) such that 
(*) 11-Ŝ llSb + \\Tx\\^>C\\x\\l9. 

In particular, consider Hq := L2(ft, Ap'g(-5)), where ft is a domain in C 1 with 
C2-boundary, and /\p'q(E) denotes the forms of type (p, q) with coefficients in a 
Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle E —> ft. S and T consequently represent the 
Cauchy-Riemann operators BE : /\p'q(E) —•> Ap,9+1(-9)- In this context Tiq may be 
regarded as the metric completion of compactly supported forms Cf^ft , Ap,9(--?)) with 
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respect to the L2-inner product induced by h. While the formal adjoint of BE on 
compactly supported forms is simply defined via integration by parts, the appearance 
of a boundary term obstructs the definition of BE when applying Stokes' theorem over 
Hq. Specifically a G L2(ft, Ap«~l(E)) , (5 G L2(il,tf'q(E)) implies 

(Ba,(3) = (a,B*(3)+ [ {u°-lAa,(3) 
Jdil 

or equivalently a G L2(fi, AM+U(-^)) implies 

(8*a,(3) = (a,d0)+ f {/ lVo,jJ) , 
JdU 

where v0A denotes the (O.l)-component of the unit normal covector to 3ft, and V de
notes the adjoint of exterior multiplication with respect to the pointwise inner product 
on forms. We therefore restrict the domain of definition of BE to those forms a such 
that 

u0Aya\dU=v0lyBa\d^=^. 
We now introduce the self-adjoint "Laplace-Beltrami" operator D = BEBE + 8EBE-

Given rj G C°°(ft, /\™(E)) fl C°(Tt, /\p'q(E)), both existence and smoothness of a solu
tion to the equation Da = rj are then guaranteed by a stronger estimate than (*), of 
the form 

(**) (•^)>c lMI2+/ Ma + ||v°-Vir 
Jdil 

for all ip in the restricted domain, where 

V 0 1 : P/\(E) ->(T01X)*®P/\(E) 

denotes the natural connection on forms induced by complex conjugation of the Chern 
connection of E. The positive constant C was moreover shown by Hormander to exist 
for all such (p when the boundary 3ft is strongly pseudoconvex [9]. With this fact we 
are now able to solve the "3-Neumann problem" using the theory developed for this 
purpose by Kohn and Spencer [10]. Namely, if rj is smoothly defined on a strongly 
pseudoconvex domain ft then there exists 

(t) y e {a € CB(il'/[(E)) | u01 V a \dCl= u01 V da | a n = 0} 

such that Dip = rj. Using the additional assumption that Brj = 0, we obtain an 
immediate solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equation Bu = rj, since 

0 = (Brj,B?) = (BB*Brj,B<p) = \\B*By\\2 

(given the condition u0A V Bip |an= 0), and hence u = B*ip. 
While the unit ball B C C1 is the prototype for all strictly pseudoconvex domains, it 

is perhaps surprising that almost nothing was known about solvability of the Cauchy-
Riemann equation on the punctured ball B \ {0}, prior to the appearance of a paper 
of S. Bando in 1991 [1]. Consider a Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle (E, h) —•> 
-5 \ {0} C C2 such that the curvature form F^, represented in any holomorphic frame 
of E by the (1, l)-form B(h~ldh), belongs to L2(B\ {0}). For rj a 9-closed, compactly 
supported (0,l)-form on B \ {0}, Bando solved the equation Bu = rj in two steps. 
Given _9C|1 := {z G C2 | 0 < e < \z\ < 1}, it yvas first shown that for all e > 0 
the equation \3ipe = rj is solvable on B€%\, for ipe a smooth (O.l)-form satisfying the 
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d-Neumann conditions (f) on \z\ = 1, and the Dirichlet condition ipe = 0 on \z\ = e. 
The key idea of this part of Bando's argument is to manipulate Weitzenbock formulae 
expressing the Laplace-Beltrami operator in terms of the curvature form F/i, which is 
assumed to belong to L2(B \ {0}). In this way he derives an estimate of the form (**) 
independently of e, and obtains a smooth solution <p on B\ {0} satisfying \\ip\\ < \\rj\\, 
taking the uniform limit as e approaches zero. 

The second part of the proof treats the vanishing of d*d<p - a much more delicate 
issue in the case of the punctured ball - for which Bando recalls a Moser iteration 
technique developed in earlier work with Kasue and Nakajima [2]. Solvability of the 
equation du = rj such that ||u|| < \\n\\ is then applied in the standard way to obtain a 
sufficiently large number N of global holomorphic sections generating E over B \ {0}, 
and hence an embedding E «-> C^ x £ \{0} . It follows from Hartogs' theorem that the 
holomorphic structure of E extends uniquely across the origin as a coherent analytic 
sheaf, though this structure may only be assumed to be locally free when -9\{0} C C2. 

In collaboration with Y. Tonegawa [7], the author sought to generalise Bando's 
removable singularities theorem by first solving the Cauchy- Riemann equation on 
B \ {0} C C1. With an appropriate adjustment of the Holder and Sobolev expo
nents it is a relatively straightforward matter to apply Bando's analysis of the d-
Neumann/Dirichlet problem to solve the Cauchy-Riemann equation in higher dimen
sion when the curvature Fh belongs to Ln(B\ {0}). In fact, the closed (O.l)-form n 
need not be compactly supported, but must also belong to Ln(B \ {0}) (cf. [7]). A 
possibly surprising observation in the case n = 2 is the consequent vanishing of the L2 

Dolbeault cohomology H^}(B \ {0}), as compared with the infinite dimensionality of 
H01(B\{0}). 

2. REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES FOR HOLOMORPHIC VECTOR BUNDLES 

Given (E,h) —+ B \ {0} C C1, recall that the equation Bu = F^ determines the 
cohomology obstruction to existence of a holomorphic connection on E (cf [3]). When 
Fh belongs to Ln(B\ {0}), solvability of the d-Neumann/Dirichlet problem, together 
with previous work of N.R Buchdahl and the author [3], consequently shows that E 
admits a unique locally free extension across the origin. For the more general case 
of a complex manifold X, containing an analytic subset A of complex codimension 
at least two, with Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle (E, h) —> X \ A, a unique 
holomorphic extension of E across A is carried out by first stratifying A into smooth 
open subsets. At any point of this stratification, the restriction of E to a normal slice 
corresponds to the extension problem for the punctured ball. The main theorem of [7] 
may be stated as follows. 

Theorem 1. Let (E,h) —>K\ A be a Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle such that 
Fh E Ln(X\A), then there exists a unique vector bundle E —*X such that E \X\A~ E. 

A priori, E will have Ln-curvature when restricted to almost every normal slice. 
The uniform extension of E across A therefore requires two fundamental lemmas. 

Lemma 1. (cf., e.g., [13, Lemma 3.1], also [14, Proposition 6.8].) Let fi be a domain in 
C1"1, A a disc inC, and A* := A n P ^ O } . Given g G 0(fi x A*,GL(r,C)), suppose 
there exists UJ 6 fi, h+ £ 0(A,GL(r,C)), and h~ e 0(Pi \ {0},GL(r,C)) such that 
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g(w, ...) = h+ • h . Then there exists a uniquely defined analytic hypersurface r c f J , 
and unique holomorphic matrix-valued functions g+ G 0((Q\T) x A,GL(r, C)), g" € 
0((Q \ T) x Pi \ {0},GL(r,C)) such that 
(i) 9 = g+'9~> 
(ii) £-(...,oo) = 1, 
(iii) g+,g~ extend to meromorphic matrix-valued functions on fi x A r̂eBp. ft x Pi \ 
{0}) with polar locus F x A fresp. T x Pi \ {0},). 

Lemma 2. (Rothstein, cf. [13], Theorem 1.12.) Let An _ 1 6e a polydisc in C1"1, and 
A(r) a fee of radius r. Suppose f is a meromorphic function on A""1 x A(r), suc/i 
that fw := /(wJ,...) extends meromorphically to A(r + e) /or a// iv G An _ 1 . Then f 
extends meromorphically to A71"1 x A(r -f e). 

The proof of extension via slicing follows from a straightforward induction, which 
is a simplified version of an argument used by Shevchishin for his uThullen-type" 
extension theorem [13]. Due to an additional slicing technique of Siu [14], the state
ment of the main theorem may be generalised to include any closed set A of finite 
2n — 4-dimensional Hausdorff measure. We recall moreover that sharpness of the 
main hypothesis follows from the example of E —tC1 \ {0} corresponding to the pull-
back of the holomorphic tangent bundle from CP„_i, n > 3. It is easily seen that E 
admits no locally free holomorphic extension across the origin (cf. [3]). For h corre
sponding to the pullback of the Fubini-Study metric, however, it can be seen by direct 
computation that Fh G LP(B \ {0}) for all p < n. 

Now consider X a reduced and irreducible n-dimensional complex space with iso
lated singularity xo G X. Let p : X —»[0,oo) , p(xo) = 0, be a strongly plurisubhar-
monic function, and fi C X a neighbourhood of x0 with smooth compact boundary 
_ = {x G X | p(x) = c < oo}. It will be assumed ft0 -= -̂  \ {0} is a complex manifold 
with Kahler forma; = iddp and associated metricg satisfying the following conditions: 

® L i / L | n < o o , 

where Rg denotes the canonical curvature form associated with g. It will further be 
assumed that the Sobolev inequality holds with respect to this metric, i.e., 

(«) (f^ |/|5&W") ̂  < c(n) 1^ |V/| V 

for smooth compactly supported functions / . In addition, (iii) let 5(xo,x) denote the 
Riemannian metric distance function on fio? and let Bs(xo, r) be the associated ball of 
radius r. For some sufficiently small 0 < c' < c it will be assumed that there exists a 
positive constant K such that 

f un<Kr2n, for all 0 < r < c ' . 
JBs(x0tr) 

In fact, when X C C771 is an affine analytic variety, with p corresponding to the 
restriction of the Euclidean norm- squared function, conditions (ii) and (iii) hold 
automatically. Moreover, the curvature form Rg = /M/J*, where (3 denotes the second 
fundamental form of the embedded variety, and it is an easy computation to show that 

»|2n L i^r < L|/?|2 _ < 00 
1fió ' "" Jn0 ' 
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when, for example, X : z£+1 = f(zi,...,zn) is an analytic hypersurface in C1"1"1 with 
isolated singularity at the origin, such that 2 < k < ordj(0). On the other hand 
surfaces in C3 defined by an equation of the form zk = xy, which constitute a special 
class of orbifold singularities (cf., e.g., [5]), do not satisfy condition (i) with respect to 
the restricted ambient metric. For any singular space X of this type, corresponding to 
the quotient of C1 by a finite subgroup of SU(n), the most natural choice of p is that 
induced by \z\2 on the Euclidean covering space, since the associated orbifold metric 
is flat. 

Let (E,h) —> X0 be a Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle, with Kahler metric 
g on Xo derived from iddp as above, so that the curvature F^ belongs to Ln(Ct0). 
If rj € C°°(X0,/\

0A(E)) is a 9-closed (0.1)_-form also belonging to Ln(tt0), then it is 
shown in [8], theorem 1, that the equation du = rj admits a smooth solution on fio such 
that ||w|| < 11n||. Once again the proof is an appropriate modification of the method 
of Bando in solving the d-Neumann/Dirichlet problem on Q, \ Bs(x0, e), before taking 
the limit as e approaches zero. In obtaining the basic estimate (**) for existence and 
regularity of solutions, the curvature of h and g must be taken into account from the 
Weitzenbock formula 

{aplV) = || W + H^H2 = ||v°-Vll2 + /E M2+ 

^RITKW'T + ^^RITK-^T + vl^F^vf. 
Now by means of a standard application of L2-theory of the Cauchy-Riemann equa
tion, it is once more possible to embed E |o.0 in the trivial bundle CN x il0, for N 
sufficiently large. We now obtain [8] 
Theorem 2. Let Xn be a reduced complex space with normal isolated singularity at 
x0 E X, and p : X —> [0, oo) a smooth, strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function 
centred at x0 which satisfies the conditions (i) — (Hi) above. If E -+X0 is a Hermitian-
holomorphic vector bundle with Ln

oc-curvature, then there exists a reflexive sheaf J7 —> 
X such thatF\X0=O(E). 

A further consequence of the solubility of the d -Neumann problem on flo is the 
solvability of the equation du = Fh, which implies existence of a holomorphic con
nection on E —¥ flo (cf. [7]). The extension argument of [3], theorem 2.2 will then 
automatically imply the following 

Corollary 1. Let Xn be a reduced analytic space with isolated singularity x0 E X 
and strongly plurisubharmonic function p : X —>[0,oo) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii). 
Consider n : Y —> X to be a surjective holomorphic map from a complex manifold 
Y such that 7r-1(a:o) has codimension greater than one. If E —> X0 is a Hermitian-
holomorphic vector bundle with Ln

oc-curvature, then there exists a unique holomorphic 
vector bundle V —±Y such that V |y\7r-i(Xo)= 7r*F. 

A natural instance of this result occurs when n corresponds to a quotient of C1 

under the action of a finite group G C SU(n), i.e., X has an orbifold singularity at x0. 
Another potential class of examples corresponds to isolated singularities with "small 
resolution". Explicit examples of such singularities, with X a hypersurface in C4 and 
n~l(x0) = CPi were presented in [12]. At present an example which admits a strongly 
plurisubharmonic function p of the required type is not known to the author, however. 
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Another application concerns the problem of holomorphic extension from the strictly 
pseudoconvex CR-hypersurface E corresponding to p = c. Let a : E —,• E be a section 
of F —> Ko> s uch that <r is closed with respect to the tangential Cauchy-Riemann 
operator on E |E, i.e., d\>a = 0 (cf. [10]). Let s : fio —>E be a smooth extension of cr, 
with support in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of E. From the standard theory 
of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann complex for E, we note that 9&a = 0 if and only if 
the (n, n — l)-form ( = #**s satisfies the d- Neumann conditions (f), where • denotes 
the Hodge duality operator on forms ([10], Proposition 5.2.2). The essential idea of 
the extension technique of Kohn and Rossi [16] is to obtain a solution to the equation 
d*u = f such that u again satisfies the conditions (f), and this is done in a manner 
entirely analogous to the theory of the equation Bu = £ for a (0, l)-form £. Moreover, 
u satisfies (a)d(s — *u) = 0 and (b)*u | s= 0, hence s — +u is a holomorphic extension 
of a. For the case of fio corresponding to the punctured neighbourhood of an isolated 
singularity our adaptation of Bando's method is applied to this end. The argument 
here also is essentially a dualised version of the method of the previous sections, and 
goes through with only minor alterations. 

Corollary 2. Let Xn be a reduced analytic space with isolated singularity XQ, and let 
p : X —> [0, oo) be a strongly plurisubharmonic function satisfying the conditions (i)-
(iii). If E —>Xo is a Hermitian-holomorphic vector bundle with Lfoc-curvature, and 
a a db-closed section of E |E , then there exists a unique holomorphic extension of a 
as a section of E on Clo, and hence as a section of the reflexive sheaf J7 on Q. 
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